Abstrad-Statecharts have been proposed recently as a visual formalism for the behavioral description of complex systems. They extend classical state-diagrams in several ways, while retaining their formality and visual nature. In this paper we first argue that statecharts can be beneficially used as a behavioral hardware description language. We illustrate some of the main features of the approach, including: hierarchical decomposition, multi-level timing specifications and flexible concurrency and synchronization capabilities. We also present a VLSI synthesis methodology, through which layer area and delay periods can be reduced relative to the conventional finite state machines (FSM) synthesis method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Finite state machines (FSM's) have been one of the main formalisms underlying the prevailing approaches to hardware description and synthesis. Two of the major drawbacks of FSM's, however, are their inherent sequentiality and flat, non-hierarchical nature. Without catering naturally for concurrency and multi-level descriptions a state-based approach is bound to be unsuitable for describing the behavior of large and complex digital hardware components. These facts seem to be almost universally accepted as indicating the inherent limitations of state-machine descriptions.
Recently, an attempt at overcoming these limitations has been made with the advent of statecharts 161, [ 7 ] , which extend the familiar FSM's in several ways, while retaining both their formality and their visual nature. Statecharts enable modular, hierarchical descriptions of system behavior, catering for multi-level descriptions, concurrency, and state-history . This paper presents the results of an initial assessment of the feasibility of using statecharts in the realm of digital hardware description and synthesis.
Section I1 provides a brief description of statecharts, and Section I11 presents an example of their use in describing a relatively complex traffic-light controller. Several of the features relevant to hardware description are then discussed. Section IV contains an overview of the conventional synthesis method for FSM's, and presents the principles of a statechart-based VLSI synthesis methodology. Finally, Section V presents a programmable approach to statechart synthesis.
THE STATHCHART FORMALISM
The statecharts method was introduced recently ( [ 6 ] , and see also [ 7 ] ) as a visual formalism for specifying the behavior of complex reactive systems (see 191, 1161.) Like FSM's, statecharts are based on states, events, and conditions, with combinations of the latter two causing transitions between the former. Both states and transitions can be associated in various ways with output events, called actions, which can be triggered either by executing a tranManuscript received October 6, 1987 sition or by entering, exiting, or simply being in a state. The SYStem's inputs are thus the (external) events and its outputs are the (external) actions; their union comprises the interface set of externally observable events, conditions, and outputs. This basic idea is well known, and is actually a simple combination of the Moore and Mealy definitions of conventional finite state automata. The allowed sequences of interface elements correspond to the language accepted by the automaton. Moreover, such automata come complete with a standard visual rendering, the transition diagram. In its naive form, this classical state transition method has been unsuccessful at specifying the behavior of complex systems since it provides no modularity or hierarchical structure, and suffers acutely from the exponential blowup in the number of states that need be considered. Indeed, a state/event description seems to have to consider all possible combinations of states in all the components of the system: hence the exponential growth. Various notions of communicating FSM's have been suggested, but the lack of modularity in such approaches appears to cause users to decompose behavior according to the physical decomposition of their system, thus loosing the advantages of carrying out conceptual behavior specification before the design stage.
The statechart method is rooted in an attempt to revive the natural FSM approach to the specification of systems, by extending it to overcome these difficulties. The extensions apply to the underlying nongraphical formalism, too, but there are advantages in presenting the ideas in terms of the graphical version. Some of the extensions are now briefly described, but the reader is urged to consult [6] for a fuller treatment.
States in a statechart can be repeatedly combined into higher level states (or, alternatively, high-level states can be refined into lower-level ones) using A N D and OR modes of clustering. Fig. 1 shows a state B whose meaning is "to be in B the system must be in precisely one of D , E, or F," and Fig. 2 shows a state A whose meaning is "to be in A the system must be both in B and in C." Notice, however, that in Fig. 2 , B and C are themselves OR states, thus the actual possibilities are the state configurations
, a n d ( F , H ) . W e s a y t h a t D , E , and F are exclusive and B and C are orthogonal.
Transitions in a statechart are not level-restricted and can lead from a state on any level of clustering to any other. A transition whose source state is a superstate means "the system leaves this state no matter which is the present configuration within it." In this way, while event a in Fig. 3 causes a simple transition from state K to L , the event b exemplifies a concise way of causing the system to leave L or M, i.e., any possibility of being in J , and to enter K . Likewise, c causes the system to exit any one of the Aconfigurations listed above and enter M. If the target of a transition is a superstate, as in the case of events d or e in Fig. 3 , a default arrow must be present, indicating which of the lower-level states is actually to be entered ( L , or the combination ( E , G ) , in Fig. 3 ).
Transitions are in general from configurations to configurations, owing to the possibility of orthogonal components in the source and target states. Thus in Fig. 3 if eventftakes place in configuration ( F , H ) the system enters P , and if the same happens in P the system enters ( D , H ). Concurrency and independence are both made possible by orthogonality: on the one hand event m causes simultaneous transitions in B and C if the configuration is ( E , G ) and on the other hand p causes E to be replaced by D regardless of, and with no change to, the present state in C. It is noteworthy that orthogonality (and hence the possibilities it raises) is allowed on any level of detail. Accordingly, a configuration can be layered too, containing orthogonal state components on many levels.
Outputs can now be associated with transitions as in Mealy automata by writing a / b along an arrow; the transition will be triggered by a and will in turn cause b to occur. Similarly, b can be associated with (entering, exiting, or simply being in) a state, in The formalism presented in [6] offers a number of additional features, among which the following is rather important for hardware applications: one is allowed to specify upper and lower bounds on the time to be in a state, as in the self-explanatory diagram in Fig. 4 .
Specifying behavior by statecharts encourages thinking in terms of the system's conceptual states and their interconnections, and caters for modular "chunking" of behavior by using exclusivity and orthogonality of states. Note that the exponential blowup in states is avoided by the orthogonality construct. Fig. 5 describes the behavior of a traffic-light controller whose I/O-interface is described in Fig. 6 . In the figures we have used some abbreviations: the colors red, green, and yellow are simply RD, GR, and YL. A condition followed by t is the event that occurs when the condition changes from false to true: the opposite change is depicted by a 1. In addition, we abbreviate certain events as follows:
STATECHARTS VIA A TRAFFIC-LIGHT CONTROLLER
timeout becomes E; There are two sets of lights: one is positioned over the main road (MAIN) entering the cross-junction, a n d t h e other is over the secondary road (SEC). During the day ( D / N = 1 ) the controller operates according to one of two possible programs: program A ( prog = 1 ) gives two minutes to the vehicles in MAIN, and half a minute to the vehicles in SEC, alternatingly, and program B (prog = 0 ) gives half a minute to the cars in SEC once the sec-full signal goes high. During the night ( D / N = 0 ) the controller gives precedence to the cars in MAIN until one of the two possibilities occurs: (1) two minutes have passed since MAIN became green and either a pedestrian wants to cross MAIN (pdmain = 1 ) or a new car has appeared in SEC (new-car-sec = 1 ); or (2) three cars have already appeared in SEC. Once one of these conditions occurs, vehicles in SEC are given half a m i n u t e . The controller can be operated manually as well ( A / M = 0). In this mode, whenever a policeman pushes a special button (police becomes 1 ) a transition is triggered from MAIN to SEC or vice versa. This manual operation, and any transition from DAY to NIGHT and vice versa, starts with 5 s of flashing yellows lights and then MAIN receiving the green lights. A hidden CAMERA can be operated by the controller when it is in AUTOMATIC mode only. The CAMERA will take a photo of the MAIN entrance to the junction, by producing the fmain signal when MAIN is in the red state and a car enters the junction from MAIN (enter-m = l ) , and similarly for the SEC entrance (using the enter-s signal, and producing the fsec signal). An ambulance signal can arrive (amb = 1 ), notifying the controller that an ambulance is approaching the junction from MAIN (dmain = 1 ) or from SEC (dmain = 0). It then sets the lights according to the direction of the ambulance, and ignores all other events. Once the ambulance enters the junction the controller is notified (ambj = 1 ), and it returns to its previous operation mode, namely DAY or NIGHT. The controller can receive an ERROR message (errin = 1 ) and then both yellow lights flicker. Another possibility for an ERROR occurs when the controller operates manually for more than fifteen minutes without the policeman pushing the police button, in which case the errout signal is produced. A reset signal resets the controller to the AUTOMATIC state.
In Fig. 5 , we have exclusive states (e.g., DAY and NIGHT), and orthogonal states (e.g.. AUTOMATIC and CAMERA). We have default entrances (e.g., the entry to WAIT within MANUAL), and entrances by history (e.g., from AMBULANCE upon the event ambj, returning by history only one level backwards, i.e., to AUTOMATIC or MANUAL, and then by default). We have rime bounds on the duration of being in a state (e.g., precisely 5 s in six of the states in LIGHTS, and at most 15 min in a substate of MANUAL). We also use conditional connecrors<e.g.. the entrance to AUTOMATIC, which is dependent upon D/N).
Actions can appear along transitions as in Mealy automata (e.g..
CY
or p is generated when making the transition between two states of MANUAL, triggered by the police event). They can also appear in states as in Moore automata, in which case, by convention, they are carried out upon entrance to the state (e.g., the red and green lights are zeroed upon entering ERROR). Let us try pointing out some of the general capabilities offered by the likes of Fig. 5 .
Hierarchical Descriptions:
The ability to provide hierarchial descriptions becomes vital as the complexity of the described system grows. Specifying in a hierarchical fashion makes the development process clearer, easier, and more manageable. The hierarchical decomposition that statecharts offer uses a mechanism that condenses information. Thus in description must usually show how it is sent, explicitly, to both L and M, as in Fig. 7 .
MATIC, but LIGHTS is orthogonal to both of them, on a much higher level.
Concurrency Descriptions:
The ability to describe concurrency is crucial. Statecharts support a natural way of describing concurrency at any hierarchical level, without causing sequential descriptions to become an awkward exception. In Fig. 5 , CAMERA is orthogonal to AUTO-
Timing Specijications:
Statecharts offer local-looking capabilities for timing specification in states. However, since such timing constraints can appear in states on any level, and in any orthogonal component, this actually admits global timing constraints, too. while moving from A1 to A 2 ; C i s synchronized into C 2 as A enters A 2 (i.e.. A 2 is essentially used as a common state); and D is synchronized into 0 2 as C enters C2 (i.e., x is used as a common variable). Fault Speci'jcation: A discussion of HDL's with respect to fault modeling can be found in [17] . Since the event-based descriptions in statecharts can be highly hierarchical, any event, including those thought of as faults, can be represented at any desired level in the hierarchy. This alleviates the need for a special effort of "planting" the test for the event in the low-level components of the described system. One should notice, however, that statecharts can only treat high-level behavioral faults and cannot naturally deal with circuit-level faults, for example.
Visuality: Statecharts appear to enable visual representations in a somewhat broader spectrum than most common diagrammatic systems, covering hierarchy, concurrency, timing aspects, and synchronization.
The main apparent disadvantage of the statechart approach is that it separates control from data. Statecharts are predominantly . U Fig. 9 . Various synchronization mechanisms. tailored for control, with the data portions being related to the activities within states or along transitions. A computerized graphical tool, STATEMATE, which is available from i-Logix, Inc. (see [SI), utilizes statecharts for control and, in addition, supports a graphical language of hierarchical data-flow nature, called activitycharts, which is integrated with the statecharts, for the data and functional aspects of the system under description.
IV. THE STATECHART SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY' Note: Throughout this section and the next, n is taken to be the number of states in a statechart, i.e., the size of the state tree, and d is a bound, assumed to be enforced, on the outdegree of the tree, i.e., on the maximal number of immediate substates of a state.
As discussed above, statecharts are an extension of the Moore and Mealy variants of FSM's. These have typical implementations using PLA's (programmable logic arrays) for the specification of the combinatorial logic (Fig. 10) . Here, an n-state FSM is represented by its (at most) O ( n 2 ) state transitions,2 represented by a "next-state" disjunctive normal form formula, implemented on a PLA. The state register contains the "present-state'' between two consecutive state transitions. PLA's enable simple and regular implementations of control units (see [14] ) but have the disadvantage of being highly area-consuming as the number of states grows. The area of a PLA for such an implementation is determined mainly by the number of minterm lines, which is on the order of n2-at least one minterm for each FSM transition. Thus even without considering I/O wires, FSM area might reach O ( n 2 . log n ) . The clock cycle, using this technique, is O ( n 2 ) , due to the time for the slowest signal to propagate from the state register, through the PLA, back to the state register. Folding and partitioning techniques are often used to overcome this area blowup. However, the problem of applying such techniques after-the-fact is NP-complete [ 5 ] , [ 181. Our methodology can be viewed as recommending that such a partitioning be carried out during the specification phase, using the designers' knowledge of the problem to generate an efficient product.
The basic idea of our synthesis methodology is to trade the concept of single machine implementing an FSM for a tree of interconnected machines implementing a statechart. Each state, at each nonatomic level of the statechart hierarchy, is represented by a machine implementing the FSM corresponding to its substates on the next immediate level. Thus for the statechart of Fig. 11 , for example, fifteen small machines are built, implementing the seven FSM's of Fig. 12 and another eight trivial machines for the atomic states. The machine connection scheme is illustrated in Fig. 13 Figs. 11 and 12) . Similarly, the enter X signal is created by a high-level state when one of its substates (that is not the default) is required to start operating in the X state (e.g., C
notifies A2 in Figs. 11 and 12 ). Concurrency is implemented in a natural manner as illustrated in Fig. 14, where the entered and left signals are sent from A to both B and C.
W e use a one-bit code for coding states, with each state having its unique representing bit. This "horizontal" coding scheme seems exponentially expensive in comparison to the usual "vertical" coding scheme, but since the coding is per machine (and by our convention each of these is of limited size), its cost is bounded.
Three possible layouts for the resulting tree-machine come to mind. We can use area O ( n ) via the general algorithm of [13] . This layout, however, has the disadvantages of creating a non-regular structure and ignoring the I/O wires from the individual machines. Also, in this layout a basic machine and a wire are of the same width, causing considerable waste. A better layout can be obtained using the configureable techniques of [13] . This layout is of area O ( n . log2 n). and is illustrated in Fig. 15 for the example of Fig. 13 . All vertices (machines or processors) are lined up on the baseline and their connections run vertically. Parallel to the baseline are O(log2 n ) horizontal wires (each such wire can really be a multitude of entered, left, enter, and leave wires). The top O(log n ) wires run all the way across the layout, the next O ( log n ) wires are broken halfway, and so on. The only remaining decision is where to put the "solder dots" that determine the actual connections. The method of [13] uses the fact that any finite tree with n vertices and bounded outdegree can be partitioned into two sets of L n / 2 J and r n / 2 1 vertices by cutting at most O ( log n ) edges. Once the cut-set is determined, the two sets of vertices can be laid out recursively and combined; the edges in the cut-set will appear as horizontal lines in the layout.
A even better layout, with area O ( n . log n), can be achieved using the 1-separator theorem for trees [13] , and is illustrated in Fig. 16 for the same example. Using the theorem, the tree is bisected into two sets, each consisting of between n / 4 and 3 n / 4 vertices, by removing at most a constant number of edges. Each set is then laid out recursively along the baseline, and the removed edges are placed horizontally above.
Several timing problems can occur in the example of Figs. 11-13. The natural choice is to implement each individual FSM using a Moore machine, as was actually done in Fig. 13 . In this way, it might take several clock cycles for the event 63 at A12, for example, to propagate up to D's machine and cause the transition to state B12, a delay which is in conflict with the formal semantics of statecharts [6], [ l o ] and also with our intuition that such a transition should be instantaneous in a synchronous system. Similar time delays will occur when a lower level machine enters its first state after the parent has already been entered (e.g., entering A21 after C has moved from A1 to A2 in Fig. 11 ) , or when lower level states are terminated by a high-level transition (e.g., the transition 0 1 causing exit from A l l , A12, and A l ) . Such timing problems become especially acute in an example such as that of Fig. 17 , where the time it takes for D to get the message that it should be left might be so large as to cause a situation where D is still active after E has become active.
Such problems can be overcome in several ways. For example, we can implement each individual FSM as a combination of a Mealy machine and a Moore machine as in Fig. 18 . Actually, this will be a Moore machine with asynchronous leave, entered, enter, and left signals that will propagate up or down the hierarchy using asynchronous logic rippling. It can be guaranteed that no spikes (that is, non-valid output signals, created because of several nonsynchronized input signal transitions) will occur. This solution can solve the timing problems at the price of cutting down the clock frequency, so that such asynchronous signals will be able to propagate up or down the whole hierarchy in one cycle. Now, in general, Q ( &/log n ) is a lower bound for any layout technique (see [15] ), meaning that there exists a constant c for which every layout will have an edge of length at least c . &/log n. (Note that an n . log n area layout is optimal for trees in which all nodes are required to be layed out on the perimeter of a convex region [ 11 .) For the two latter layout techniques we have suggested, the distance between two nodes is at most O ( n ) . The big 0 constants are influenced, of course, by the maximum outdegree d allowed in the statechart, which determines both the maximal size of an elementary machine and the maximal cut-set in both the recursive procedures. Consequently, the clock period for the preceding layout techniques is O ( n . log n ) for a balanced statechart, because of the O ( n ) distance between nodes, and the O ( l o g n ) levels of hierarchy. For an unbalanced statechart the clock period will be at most O ( n 2 ) . W e should remark that the special history operator of [6] can be implemented using the local state storage devices to hold return addresses.
This statechart-based layout methodology thus offers a number of advantages, including reduced area and a natural implementation scheme for the concurrency and synchronization capabilities of statecharts. Some other apparent advantages of the approach (with either of the two layouts) are the following: (1) the input and the output wires to the control unit do not need routing inside the layout because the machines are on the perimeter; ( 2 ) the individual PLA's can be laid out in a single block in a rather regular fashion, similar to the way conventional PLA's are layed out, demanding no special solutions for the ground, voltage and clock wires; (3) each individual machine is small and fast, and the connection part consists only of wires, thus its area is not measured in machine units but rather in the usual X unit; (4) the internal communication of [6] , [ l o ] can be layed out in the area beneath the machines, and needs no special routing inside the machine-tree layout.
We have thus seen that an n-state statechart of bounded degree can be layed out in area O ( n . log n), whereas the layout of an nstate FSM might result in O ( n 2 ) area. It is important to realize that, in addition, statecharts are considerably more succinct than FSM's, in fact exponentially more succinct, so that this difference is all the it is shown that an n-state nondeterministic statechart can describe a problem for which the smallest deterministic3 FSM has at least 2''' states, and an n-state deterministic sequential statechart (i.e., a statechart without 'The conventional synthesis method described at the beginning of the Scction IV, suits only deterministic FSM's because it uses a log n sized state register for an n-state FSM. Our methodology, because of its "horizontal" state coding, suits the implementation of nondeterministic statecharts. orthogonality) with history states, can describe a problem for which the smallest deterministic FSM has at least 2" states. Such succinct descriptions exploit the orthogonality and history-state features of statecharts, and our design methodology is tailored to suit these features, with the area-complexity of the layout depending only on the fact that the statechart is of bounded degree.
In [ 2 ] , [ 3 ]
we have investigated the theoretical background of statecharts, including a comparison of their descriptive complexity with other well-known regular-event formalisms, such as deterministic, nondeterministic and alternating finite automata, (conditiodevent) Petri-nets and regular expressions. Regular expressions have been suggested in [I81 as a description language for VLSI, and a synthesis method is included therein. It should be noticed that, whereas all of these formalisms have the same expressive power (they all recognize the regular sets), there are significant discrepancies in their descriptive complexity. Specifically, regular expressions are, in the worst case, exponentially less succinct than deterministic FSM's [4] which are similarly exponentially less succinct than deterministic statecharts. Also, regular expressions do not enjoy many of the convenient features mentioned earlier.
V . A PROGRAMMABLE APPROACH In this section we would like to suggest the implementing the methodology of Section IV as a programmablc I,,;lchine that executes statecharts. The idea is that after being programmed, the machine results in a hierarchical machine-tree similar to those found in [14] . As in Section IV, each machine implements a superstate in the statechart, and the machines connected beneath it implement its immediate substates. Here, however, the FSM for each superstate will be programmed into memory rather than being handwired. Like the original machine-trees of [14] , these machines can be conventional von Neumann processors with local memory, data connections between them and local timers for the hierarchical timing notation of statecharts. There will also be a control connection between a machine and its descendants, consisting of the entered, left, enter, and leave signals described in Section IV. (A different possibility is to have the machines in the machine-tree be only finite state machines that produce signals to a common processing and data unit, in which case no data collections are needed.) Since in Section IV the machines are hardwired together, whereas here the presented machine is programmable, programmers might want to define different tree structures. Consequently, the chip's most convenient layout appears to be the O ( n . log' n ) one discussed in Section IV. This technique enables the manufacturer to create general-purpose chips for which the specific machine structure can be easily determined by adding the appropriate contacts. Dynamic (run-time) machine-structure programming, which will enable the implementation of several statecharts on one machine, can be achieved using switches instead of permanent contacts. Concurrency, in the form of orthogonal states, is achieved by programming the chip so that a number of machines are mapped together as one substate. Hence, the layout technique enables a flexible machine definition including hierarchical relationships, concurrency, and even overlapping states (see [6] ), dealt with by connecting a machine to a number of ancestors.
The chip is programmed in three main stages, which we merely outline here. The first consists of programming the machine structure, by defining the exact contacts (or switch-states in the dynamic version). The second stage consists of programming each of the individual machines in a standard way, and is carried out as in a conventional processor. The third and last stage, which we might call reactive programming, consists of generating the intra-machine signals. The last two stages are carried out in the following manner: each superstate is programmed as a single flat finite state diagram. In addition, the processor machine-language will have special commands that produce the intra-machine control signals presented in Section IV. These signals run between machines on the layout that was programmed in the first stage. All these programming details can be extracted from the statechart description automatically by a compiler. Fig. 19 is the machine-tree for the example of the traffic-light controller of Fig. 5 . Each machine is programmed in a conventional way, using a flat finite state diagram. Fig. 20 consists of two of the appropriate diagrams for Fig. 19 . Each machine in our example consists of memory (containing the local finite state program) and control (that fetches the next command from the local memory). In Fig. 19 each communication line represents all control signals discussed in Section IV. Finally, Fig. 21 is the resulting layout, including the specific contact cuts for traffic-light-controller.
VI. CONCLUSION
An attempt has been made to show the benefits of using statecharts as a hardware description language and for the synthesis of digital reactive components. The three most important features appear to be information-condensing hierarchy, orthogonality (modeling concurrency), and broadcast communication. It is not clear, however, what design methodology should be used to generate succinct and "well-structured" statecharts. We feel that a wellfounded design methodology might be needed to help guarantee that the user produces correct and clear statecharts. This issue requires further investigation.
Another interesting issue not treated here is the possible existence of other applications. It seems that the methodology of Section IV is suitable for synthesizing statecharts into systolic arrays (cf. [12, 131) . Hence, it is especially interesting to understand whether and how statecharts can be used as a programmning Ianguage for such concurrent systems.
[ [2] . Hence, many physical opens and shorts cannot be satisfactorily represented at the gate level. Gate level fault models, even for simple gates, can become quite complex [2] - [4] . Consideration of failure modes at the switch level or circuit level are alternatives to gate level modeling. Circuit level simulators, such as SPICE, can be used for the study of failure modes but due to the high CPU time requirement, they become impractical even for moderate sized devices. As a consequence, switch level modeling is gaining wide acceptance for fault modeling and test pattern generation of MOS circuits [2] - [7] . The following assumptions are generally used for a simple switch level analysis (SLA). It is sometimes possible to resolve an indeterminate situation by assuming a specific resistance ratio for enhancement and depletion type transistors. However, this makes the model more complex. Also, the resistance depends not only on the transistor dimensions, but also on the position of transistor in a network.
In this paper the problem of modeling faults in a two terminal network of n-channel or p-channel transistors is considered. The results obtained are applicable to the n-network in nMOS as well as the p-network and the n-network in CMOS. The results can be used in both voltage testing and current testing [8] environments. We present conditions under which SLA may generate wrong results. In the presence of a bridging fault, unexpected structures may be formed, giving rise to such situations. Techniques for accurate analysis using switch level models are suggested. For simplicity, it is assumed that all the inputs and outputs are accessible and only a single bridging fault exists.
Some terms used in this paper are defined below and illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Conductance State of an n-Network (p-Network): An n-network (p-network) is on when it presents very low resistance between the output and the ground ( Vdd) nodes. It is in the o f state when it presents a very high resistance between the two nodes.
Internal Node of a Gate: A node in a gate which is neither a transistor input (gate connection) nor the power supply is an internal node. In Fig. I , internal nodes are marked with lower case letters ( a to I ).
Column: A column consists of a set of serially connected MOS-FET's. In a column there are no transistors (or sets of transistors) in parallel. In Fig. 1 , nine columns are shown, marked 1 to 9.
Parallel Connected Columns (PCC): A structure with more than one column in parallel. Fig. 1 has four PCC's, marked I to IV.
Internal Node o f a PCC: Any node in a PCC which is not common to another PCC is defined as an internal node of the PCC. In Fig. 1, nodes a , b , and d are internal nodes of PCC I, f is an internal node of PCC 11, g and h are internal nodes of PCC 111, and i , j , and k are internal nodes of PCC IV.
Conduction Path: Any path which connects the ground and the output node will be called a conduction path. Fig. 1 has the following conduction paths-ABCFGH, ABCFI, DEFI, DEFGH, JKNOP, JKQ, LMNOP, and LMQ.
Logical Node: A logical node is a logical input or an output node of a gate. In general all logical nodes are outputs of gates or complex gates.
Deterministically Testable Fault: A fault is deterministically testable if there is at least one vector which will definitely (under the switch level modeling assumptions) cause the logical output to be the complement of the output of fault free circuit.
Equivalence of Switch Level and Circuit Level Analyses: In a MOS network, if SLA generates the same conductance state as that provided by the circuit level analysis, or if the result of the SLA is indeterminate, the results are said to be equivalent. When SLA predicts an indeterminate result, the circuit level analysis often produces a definite result. In this case, SLA cannot be faulted because it does not use specific information about the parameter values. In fact circuit level analysis could sometimes be misleading because 0278-0070/89/0700-0807$01 .OO 0 1989 IEEE
